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Wilson’s Transportation Goes Electric with Vintage Double Deckers 
 
Victoria, BC, Canada, February 8, 2016 - Wilson’s Transportation Ltd announced today that it has entered into 
a strategic partnership agreement with Thomson Power (TP) to convert two of its fleet of “double decker” 
diesel buses to zero emission battery electric power under a pilot demonstration program. The Partners have 
executed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) and a letter of intent (LOI) to commence the pilot 
demonstration project. TP will convert the diesel buses to zero emission battery electric power using its 
patented next generation energy efficiency optimization software based technology and custom built 
ThomsonDrive® electric powertrain system offering zero emissions, best in class performance using Canadian 
sourced components in a cost effective turnkey package customized for rapid deployment and aggressive 
return on investment. The Partners will collaborate on the pilot demonstration in Victoria BC utilizing the 
experience and support of several Canadian electric vehicle component manufacturers and suppliers.  
Upon successful proof of concept demonstration, the Partners will work together to evaluate and develop a 
fleet conversion plan for the remainder of its buses with the goal of converting the whole operating fleet to 
zero or super low emission, quiet, battery electric or hybrid power. 
 
 
“We are excited to partner with Wilson’s Transportation to convert two of their iconic double deck diesel 
buses to zero emission battery electric power in order to evaluate the environmental, performance and 
economic benefits of green transportation in the Victoria area. We approached Wilson’s Transportation 
because we recognized them as the private transport leader on Vancouver Island and wanted to demonstrate 
the overall benefits of clean and quiet bus technology to their customers and residents on the routes they 
operate in the Victoria area. Wilson’s Transportation has demonstrated over the years their commitment to a 
greener and sustainable environment and have deep business and community relations. They also possess a 
market visibility that provides a solid platform for the pilot demonstration. Partnering with Thomson Power 
will allow Wilson’s Transportation to showcase zero emission buses to the Victoria area and evaluate an 
affordable turnkey path to a green zero emission and quiet fleet over the next several years,” said Ian B. 
McAvoy, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. “Our conversion approach provides a local Canadian built and 
cost effective alternative to expensive new electric buses that don’t provide the same image as the iconic 
double decker buses currently in operation.” 
 
“With the goal of achieving sustainable results and after exploring a variety of options offered to us, we believe 
conversion from diesel to battery electric power to be the most effective way of providing meaningful and 
timely change in bringing green transportation technology to Victoria. We prefer an affordable and reliable 
Canadian designed and built solution that will create jobs on Vancouver Island and look forward to partnering 
with Thomson Power. Conversion of our existing fleet of buses affords us the ability to accelerate our adoption 
of zero emission buses relative to alternatives we examined. We look forward to demonstrating our preferred 
zero emission solution on the streets of Victoria,” said John Wilson, CEO of Wilson’s Transportation. 
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 About Thomson Power 
Thomson Power is a developer and supplier of sustainable energy software and power management systems 
that dramatically improve the performance and efficiency of electric and hybrid drives in medium to heavy-
duty truck and bus applications. The plug-and-play vPCS® adaptive controller and ThomsonDrive® integrated 
electric drivetrain solutions enable fleet operators to economically transition from conventional diesel engines 
to hybrid and electric buses and trucks. For further information, visit www.thomsonpower.com. 
 
 
 
About Wilson’s Transportation Ltd. 
Wilson’s Transportation Ltd. is a locally owned and operated business in the Victoria community for over 35 
years known for its exceptional customer service.  
 
As Vancouver Island’s largest charter transportation company with over 140 vehicles available Wilson’s 
Transportation offers charters and rentals for all types of groups and events from small elite tours to large 
conferences.  In addition to its core business offering of bus charters and rentals, the company operates Gray 
Line Sightseeing Victoria as well as the YYJ Airport Shuttle and BC Ferries Connector services as part of its 
group of companies.  The company also operates an eight bay mechanical and body shop facility where its 
contracts include retrofitting BC Transit buses.  
 
Wilson’s is committed to actively supporting a healthy and vibrant community not only through sponsorships 
and charitable donations but also by having its leadership team volunteer on various boards and committees. 
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